A book of activities for your
mind, body and soul.

Wimbledon Facts
The Wimbledon Championship is

Tennis Riddles:

one of the four major Grand Slam
tournaments in tennis. The US

1. What can you serve but not

Open, Australian Open and French

eat?

Open are the other three. Of the

Answer:

four, Wimbledon is the only one
which is played in traditional grass

2. Why do waiters hate tennis?

courts, while the other three take

Answer:

place on hard and clay surfaces.
Complete the Tennis Maze:
Did you know:
•

54,250 tennis balls are used
during the Championships
period.

•

The tournament commands a
global news access audience
estimated at more than 1
billion people in 200 territories.

•

Tennis balls weren’t always
yellow. The originally white
balls were replaced in 1986 so
that they could be seen more
easily on television!

Answers available at the back of this pack.

A Spot of Colouring
Bring Roger Federer to life with some vibrant colours!

Did you know:
•

He speaks Swiss German,
German, French, and
English fluently.

Wimbledon Champions
Can you find the three Wimbledon Champions among these
famous faces? Put a circle around the ones you think are right.
Answers are available at the back of this pack.

Wimbledon Wordsearch

SERVE

TENNIS

ANDY MURRAY

NET

EVIAN

TOURNAMENT

WIMBLEDON

GRASS COURTS

BACKHAND

CHAMPIONS

DOUBLE FAULT

HERTS

LONDON

STRAWBERRIES

TRADITIONS

MATCH

LOVE

ACE

SMASH

Tennis Jokes
Make people laugh with these funny tennis jokes.

Dating a tennis
player is
horrible…
Love means
nothing to them

Q: What do
you call a
women
standing in the
middle of a
tennis court?
A: Annette

I told my mother that
I had found a tennis
court to play on.
Q: Why can’t a
computer play
tennis?
A: Server
unavailable

A tennis factory
was recently
established near
my house...
They’re making
quite the racket.

She responded,
‘That’s amazing! All
you need now are
some friends…’

Q: Have you
ever heard of
silent tennis?
A: It’s tennis
without the
racket.

Basketball
sued
tennis for
no
reason…
Now they
have to go
to court!

Q: Why are
fish no good
at tennis?
A: They
don’t like
getting close
to nets

A tennis ball
walked into a
bar…
It was served
right away

A Spot of Colouring
Bring Rafael Nadal to life with some vibrant colours!

Did you know:
•

At the age of 17, he
joined the list of the
100 Best Tennis

Players in the ATP
ranking. At that same
age, he also qualified
for a spot in the third
round of Wimbledon
in 2003.

Name that Sponsor
Wimbledon has lots of famous sponsors, we have included four of
them below! Can you name each of the sponsors? We have
included some clues to help you. Answers will be available at
the back of this pack.

1.

2.

Clue: This is a very famous

Clue: A popular children's

designer clothing brand.

juice drink.

Answer:

Answer:

3.

4.

Clue: This is a very famous

Clue: This is a very famous

designer clothing brand.

alcoholic drinks brand.

Answer:

Answer:

Wimbledon Sudoku
You will see that there are some missing icons in the
grid below. Complete the puzzle by drawing the
missing icons in each square. You should have four
icons in every row and quarter square.

The solution is available on the answers page at the
end of this pack.

The Tennis Player
Blessing
Read this inspirational poem and talk about
why it is inspirational after!

May your backhand be a weapon.
May your forehand always spin.

May the shots you aim at lines
always be called “in.”
May your cross courts always hit their mark.
May your drop-shots not be short.
May your lobs always be out of reach.
May your smashes find the court.

Why do you think this poem is inspirational? Write your

answer below:

The Tennis Court
We have provided you with a diagram of a tennis court below
and a set of words which correspond to an area of the court.
Place the words in the correct area…

Tennis Court Areas:
• Baseline
• Service Line
• Centre Line
• Net
• Singles Side Line
• Doubles Side Line

• Centre Mark
• The Alley

The answers are available
at the back of this pack.

Wimbledon Answers
Tennis Riddles:

Wordsearch:

1. What can you serve but
not eat?

Answer: Tennis Ball
2. Why do waiters hate
tennis?
Answer: Because
everything they serve
gets returned
Wimbledon Champions:
1. Andy Murray
2. Serena Williams

Name the famous sponsor:

3. John McEnroe

1. Ralph Lauren
2. Robinsons
3. Slazenger
4. Pimm’s

Wimbledon Answers
Wimbledon Sudoku:

The Tennis Court:

